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Saint Motel
Saint Motel live in Santa Fe

Santa Fe, NM, 12.04.2017, 00:41 Time

Jocosus All Access - Saint Motel stopped in Santa Fe, NM on their recent tour promoting their new album. The band performed at
the new art exhibit created by George RR Martin. The venue is an interactive art exhibit as well as an intimate concert venue.

Saint Motel stopped in Santa Fe during their current tour to promote their new album. They were joined by Weathers and JR JR at
Meow Wolf in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Let's begin with the venue itself. Meow Wolf is an immersive art exhibit in the beautifully artsy city of Santa Fe. The best way to
describe this place is by comparing it to the love child of Tim Burton and Woodstock. If you are unable to visit Meow Wolf, I assume
dropping acid may give the same experience. Meow Wolf is made up of several artistic environments that come together to create a
juxtaposition of modern reality, vintage style, and even futuristic elements. Every turn of the corner is an entrance into another world.

Saint Motel did not disappoint. The Santa Fe crowd, unsurprisingly, called for an encore at the end of the incredible Saint Motel set.
Saint Motel delivered a show unlike many of the acts currently on the road. They kept the crowd on their feet; there weren't chairs, yet
even with chairs, fans would have stayed on their feet. Saint Motel truly captures the orgy of sound that music fans have come to love
in modern rock. The sound of Saint Motel is one that will always keep fans coming back for more. After this show, Saint Motel is highly
recommended as a live act. With acts like Saint Motel touring, live music will always triumph.
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